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 541  Gordon Conferences’ “Old Timers” 
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Susan and Gene                     Eric’s family                                     Jane with Uncle George 
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                                                       At the women’s Club 
Cathryn Lombardi                John Lombardi and Kurt Herzfeld                   OV 
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ACS Ex. Comm. Dinner in Boston                                        Presentation of Stamp Collection 
Joseph Salamone, Jane, Ann Salamone   Strange Bird       OV, Jane and David Pond at 
                                                                   on our Deck       Deerfield Academy               
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                                     80th Birthday in Amherst with Yvonne’s Family 




Bratislava Celebration: 80th Birthday of Milan Lazar and Otto Vogl 
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My 80th Birthday in Traiskirchen 
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Hans Stadlmann, School friend                               With friends at the celebration 
Wine Association former Federal President 
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Austrian personal stamps: Cancelled on November 6, 2007         606                                607 
                       in the post office Traiskirchen                                                 349 Oxford Road, old and new  
                     Stamps for the 80 Anniversary  
        a. Crossing of the Atlantic b. Otto Vogl Birthday; 
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  Hotel Panhans                                                    With the Schurz’s 
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 Maria Schutz,               Krapfen                               Schottwien 
Wallfahrtskirche 
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Murau                                           Tamsweg              Murau from our Hotel window.    
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Church of Kremsmuenster                               Stift (monastery) Kremsmuenster 
                                   Gosau, .Dachstein 
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Monastery Melk            Waitress in Restaurant Melk       Garden of the Stift 
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Duernstein                         Vineyards in Wachau   
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Thanksgiving in Amherst  
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Christmas 2007 in 12 Canterbury Lane,   Christmas tree         Fire place 
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Snow in Canterbury Lane                                       January 2008 
Zvonimir Janovic, Professor Otto Vogl-on his 80th Birthday and 60 years of scientific 
Research. POLIMERI 28(4), 287 2007, Zagreb, Croatia 
 
